In situ fine tailoring of group velocity dispersion in optical microfibers via nanocoatings.
We experimentally demonstrate a convenient technique for in situ fine group velocity dispersion (GVD) tailoring in optical microfibers via dielectric nanocoatings. This was elaborated by successively depositing poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) nanocoatings around a 1.2 μm-diameter optical microfiber with a modified dip-coating method. In situ dispersion measurements showed that the GVD was tailored by 55 ps/nm•km at 1580 nm, and the zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) was red shifted by 30 nm. Numerical simulations showed that GVD tailoring in optical microfibers could bring signal (idler) tuning in spontaneous four-wave mixing (FWM) and spectral bandwidth expanding in supercontinuum (SC) generation, implying that this in situ fine GVD tailoring technique would offer optical microfibers with many new opportunities for applications in nonlinear optics.